Fantasy Series

For those times when one book won't be enough. Each book on this list is the first in a series.

_The Warrior Heir_ by Cinda Williams Chima | _YA CHI_
After learning about his magical ancestry and his own warrior powers, sixteen-year-old Jack embarks on a training program to fight enemy wizards.

_A Winter’s Promise_ by Christelle Dabos | _YA DAB_
When Ophelia, who can travel through mirrors, is betrothed to an influential member of a faraway clan, she journeys to the towering city of Citaceleste, where she realizes she has become a pawn in a dangerous political game.

_Forest of a Thousand Lanterns_ by Julie C. Dao | _YA DAO_
Beautiful eighteen-year-old Xifeng, raised by a cruel aunt who says the stars destine her to be Empress of Feng Lu, chooses to spurn the man who loves her and exploit the dark magic that can make her dream real.

_Legendborn_ by Tracy Deonn | _YA DEO_
To discover the truth behind her mother’s mysterious death, a teen girl infiltrates a magical secret society claiming to be the descendants of King Arthur and his knights.

_Wings of Ebony_ by J. Elle | _YA ELL_
Taken away from her Houston neighborhood by the father she never knew in the aftermath of her mother’s murder, a Black teen arrives on a hidden island of magic, where she discovers her half-god identity and responsibility in helping protect the mortal and immortal worlds.

_The Good Hawk_ by Joseph Elliott | _YA ELL_
A maligned defender with unique animal-communication talents and a sea-hating angler who wants to avoid an arranged marriage team up on a quest in a haunted region of nomads to protect their clans from a mysterious threat.

_Raybearer_ by Jordan Ifueko | _YA IFU_
Raised in isolation, Tarisai yearns for the closeness she could have as one of the Crown Prince’s Council of 11, but her mother, The Lady, has magically compelled Tarisai to kill the Crown Prince.

_Infinity_ by Sherrilyn Kenyon | _YA KEN_
Streetwise, tough, and savvy, Nick and his quick sarcasm are the stuff of legend ... until the night when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a mysterious warrior, Nick is sucked into the realm of the Dark-Hunters: immortal vampire slayers who risk everything to save humanity. With his fellow students turning into flesh-eating zombies, how can he stop them ... without getting grounded by his mom?

_The Chosen_ by Taran Matharu | _YA MAT_
Boarding a prison plane of teen delinquents in the wake of a wrongful conviction, Cade arrives in an alternate realm filled with prehistoric creatures, ancient relics and discarded people who are forced to compete in their overlords' brutal survival game.

_A Song Below Water_ by Bethany C. Morrow | _YA MOR_
In a society determined to keep her under lock and key, Tavia must hide her siren powers. Meanwhile, Effie is fighting her own family struggles, pitted against literal demons from her past. Together, these best friends must navigate through the perils of high school's junior year.
Sabriel by Garth Nix | YA NIX
Sabriel, daughter of the necromancer Abhorsen, must journey into the mysterious and magical Old Kingdom to rescue her father from the Land of the Dead.

Akata Witch by Nnedi Okorafor | YA OKO
Twelve-year-old Sunny Nwazue, an American-born albino child of Nigerian parents, moves with her family back to Nigeria, where she learns that she has latent magical powers which she and three similarly gifted friends must use to catch a serial killer.

The Merciful Crow by Margaret Owen | YA OWE
Fie, a sixteen-year-old chieftain from a lowly cast of mercy-killers, must rely on her wits and bone magic to smuggle the crown prince of Sabor to safety.

Jackaby by William Ritter | YA RIT
R. F. Jackaby, an investigator of the unexplained with the ability to see supernatural beings, and his assistant Abigail Rook delve into a case of serial murder which, Jackaby is convinced, is due to a nonhuman creature.

The Alchemyst by Michael Dylan Scott | YA SCO
While working at pleasant but mundane summer jobs in San Francisco, fifteen-year-old twins, Sophie and Josh, suddenly find themselves caught up in the deadly, centuries-old struggle between rival alchemists, Nicholas Flamel and John Dee, over the possession of an ancient and powerful book holding the secret formulas for alchemy and everlasting life.

The Amulet of Samarkand by Jonathan Stroud | YA STR
Nathaniel, a magician's apprentice, summons up the djinni Bartimaeus and instructs him to steal the Amulet of Samarkand from the powerful magician Simon Lovelace.

Cast in Firelight by Dana Swift | YA SWI
Adraa and Jatin are royal heirs of their respective kingdoms, masterful with magic, and their arranged marriage will unite two of Wickery's most powerful territories—except, they don't get along. Now, with the criminal underbelly suddenly making a move for control, the pair must learn to put their trust in the other if either is to uncover the real threat.

The Thief by Megan Whalen Turner | YA TUR
Gen flaunts his ingenuity as a thief and relishes the adventure which takes him to a remote temple of the gods where he will attempt to steal a precious stone.

The Epic Crush of Genie Lo by F. C. Yee | YA YEE
Sixteen-year-old Genie's focus on getting into a top-tier college is destroyed when an enigmatic transfer student, Quentin, helps her transform into a demon-fighter.

Unless otherwise noted, all plot descriptions are from our online catalog.